We took a stab at such a statement a number of years ago, in an attempt to articulate for students, faculty, and TAs the intersection between our first-year composition course and our WAC requirement (two "writing intensive" courses). Here's the now-dated version, with all its flaws, that was used for only a couple of semesters before the project was shelved. This statement appeared as the Introduction to a booklet titled "A Guide to the Writing Requirements at the University of Missouri" which also included the usual stuff like course info, where to find tutoring help, etc. I'd gladly receive comments and constructive criticism. 
Marty Townsend , University of Missouri
UNIVERSITY WRITING: WHAT IS IT AND WHO NEEDS IT?
New college students often feel frustrated at having to take courses that emphasize writing. They (along with some of their professors) assume that they learned "how to write" in high school and that they will be able to handle the writing assigned in classes at MU. This assumption is founded upon a number of misconceptions about what writing is and how people learn to write. For instance, many people mistakenly think that
	Writing is a skill that should be mastered in high school or in a single college course like English 20

	They should be able to writing a good paper quickly, in one draft

	Good writers in a freshman composition course will automatically be able to write well in other courses, too

	Nice-looking, correctly spelled prose is the aim of good writing

	Good writers write in isolation, without asking for feedback from other writers.

	The point of writing is a finished product

	Good writers write; bad writers revise

In reality, writing is a far more complex activity than people usually realize, and learning to write is a life-long process. Even experienced, professional writers revise often and regularly seek help from other writers. Writing is hard work for anyone who takes it seriously. Knowing the characteristics that define good writing helps most students approach their assignments more confidently. Although individual disciplines have developed their own particular formats and conventions, most academic writing requires
	A central point or argument informed by careful reading of a variety of authorities on a given issue

	A synthesis of information that goes beyond mere summary

	Judicious use of evidence to support all claims

	A precise and sometimes specialized vocabulary that allows the writer to convey ideas without ambiguity

	A recognition of readers' needs and responses

YOUR RESPONSIBILITIES AS A UNIVERSITY WRITER
As you enter the community of learners at MU, you should keep in mind that you are assuming a number of obligations. Professors in all disciplines-from anthropology to engineering to zoology, not just English-have a right to expect good writing from you. Your enrollment in any class is a tacit agreement to
	Produce carefully thought-out writing with few or no errors that would distract college-educated readers

	Revise in accordance with suggestions from your teacher and/or your peers, always relying upon your own knowledge of your arguments as a means for deciding how your paper can best be improved

	Submit neat, professionally done papers prepared on a word processor so that revision is easy

	Assume full responsibility for editing your papers instead of expecting your instructor to correct errors for you

	Conduct thorough research

	Document sources fairly and accurately

	Conform to the guidelines for non-sexist prose

	Meet established deadlines

YOUR RIGHTS AS A UNIVERSITY WRITER
Along with the obligations you assume as a university writer come certain rights. When you are asked to complete writing assignments as a part of earning your grade in a course, you have the right to 
--ask questions about the writing assignment
--understand the purpose of the assignment
--receive written instructions explaining the assignment
--see written evaluation criteria for the assignment
--know what format and documentation styles are acceptable 
--recieve written comments explaining how your response could be improved
--consult with your teacher one-on-one about assignments and about comments on papers
--have graded work returned promptly


